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Abstract—We consider a distribution grid used to charge
electric vehicles such that voltage drops stay bounded. We
model this as a class of resource-sharing networks, known
as bandwidth-sharing networks in the communication network
literature. We focus on resource-sharing networks that are driven
by a class of greedy control rules that can be implemented in a
decentralized fashion. For a large number of such control rules,
we can characterize the performance of the system by a fluid
approximation. This leads to a set of dynamic equations that take
into account the stochastic behavior of EVs. We show that the
invariant point of these equations is unique and can be computed
by solving a specific ACOPF problem, which admits an exact
convex relaxation. We illustrate our findings with a case study
using the SCE 47-bus network and several special cases that
allow for explicit computations.
Index Terms—Electric vehicle charging, distribution network,
AC power flow model, linearized Distflow, queueing theory,
stochastic processes, fluid approximation.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE rise of electric vehicles (EVs) is unstoppable dueto factors such as the decreasing cost of batteries and
various policy decisions [1]. These vehicles need to be charged
and will therefore cause congestion in distribution grids in
the (very near) future. Current bottlenecks are the ability to
charge a battery at a fast rate and the number of charging
stations, but this bottleneck is expected to move towards the
current grid infrastructure. This is illustrated in [2], where the
authors evaluate the impact of the energy transition on a real
distribution grid in a field study, based on a scenario for the
year 2025. The authors confront a local low-voltage grid with
electrical vehicles and ovens and show that charging a small
number of EVs is enough to burn a fuse. Additional evidence
of congestion is reported in [3].
This paper proposes to model and analyze such congestion
by the use of a class of resource-sharing networks, which in
the queueing network community are known as bandwidth-
sharing networks. Bandwidth-sharing networks are a specific
class of queueing networks, where customers (in our context:
EVs) need to be served simultaneously. Their service requires
the concurrent usage of multiple “servers” (in our case: all
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upstream lines between the location of the EV and the feeder
of the distribution grid). Determining how fast to charge each
EV taking into account network stability and the randomness
of future arriving EVs is one of the key problems in the anal-
ysis of distribution grids, leading to challenging mathematical
problems.
Similar questions have been successfully answered in com-
munication networks, where the set of feasible schedules is
determined by the maximum amount of data a communica-
tion channel can carry per time unit, leading to the power-
ful concept of bandwidth-sharing networks [4]. Bandwidth-
sharing networks couple the important fields of network utility
maximization with stochastic process dynamics [5, 6]. Apart
from yielding various qualitative insights, they have been
instrumental in the comparison and optimization of various
data network protocols and even in the design of new protocols
[7]. The stochastic analysis of bandwidth-sharing networks
was initially restricted to some specific examples [8, 9]. By
now, fluid and diffusion approximations are available, which
are computationally tractable [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] and hold
for a large class of networks.
From a mathematical viewpoint, the present paper is in-
fluenced by [13]. However, in the setting of charging EVs,
an important constraint that needs to be satisfied is to keep
the voltage drops bounded, making the bandwidth-sharing
network proposed in this paper different from the above-
mentioned works. This also causes new technical issues, as the
capacity set can be non-polyhedral or even non-convex. The
first paper to suggest the class of bandwidth-sharing networks
in the content of EV charging is [16], where simulation studies
were conducted to explore stability properties.
Though simulation studies have value, they can be time-
consuming and do not always offer qualitative insights. Other
computational techniques, such as the numerical solution of
Markov chains, quickly require the computation of trillions of
convex programs - even for networks of less than 10 nodes
and are therefore not a practical tool to assess the performance
of distribution networks of realistic systems.
Our work is focusing on the development of a more tractable
fluid model, using state-of-the-art techniques from stochastic
network theory, in a model setting which is a significant
extension of [16]: we allow for load limits, finitely many
parking spaces, deadlines (associated with parking times), and
do not make any assumption on the joint distribution of the
parking time and the demand for electricity. More importantly,
despite our assumptions leading to an intricate class of infinite-
dimensional Markov processes (also known as measure-valued
processes), we obtain a number of mathematical results that
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2are computationally tractable and in some cases explicit. Our
work can also be seen as an extension (to the case of stochastic
dynamics) of the recent works [17, 18]. In those papers it is
shown, using arguments similar to the seminal work [5], how
algorithms like proportional fairness emerge in decentralized
EV charging. Our class of controls contain proportional fair-
ness as a special case. Thus, our fluid model approach can
serve as an additional exploratory tool for planning purposes.
We develop a fluid approximation for the number of un-
charged EVs (for the single-node Markovian case see [19, 20]),
allowing the dynamics of the stochastic model to be approx-
imated with a deterministic model. This model is still quite
rich, as it depends on the joint distribution of the charging
requirements and parking times. We show that the invariant
point of this dynamical system is unique and can be charac-
terized in a computationally friendly manner by formulating a
nontrivial AC optimal-power-flow problem (ACOPF), which
is tractable as its convex relaxation is exact in many cases.
When we replace the AC load flow model with the simpler
linearized Distflow [21], we obtain more explicit results, as
the capacity set becomes polyhedral. We illustrate our main
result in a case study using the SCE 47-bus network in order
to study the performance of the network. We present results
for both the aggregated system and the individual nodes.
In Appendix B, we compare the fluid approximation with
its original stochastic model and also compare across load
flow models. Our computational study, though certainly not
exhaustive, indicates that the relative errors between the fluid
model and the stochastic model are less than 10% in most
cases.
For the class of weighted proportional fairness controls
where the weights are chosen as function of the line resis-
tances, we derive a fairness property. In this case, all EVs
are charged at the same rate, independent of the location in
the network, while keeping voltage drops bounded. When the
weights are instead chosen equally, we can even derive an
explicit formula for the invariant distribution of the original
stochastic process. Specifically, we show that under certain
assumptions, our network behaves like a multiclass processor-
sharing queue. Such properties have proven quite fruitful in
other areas of engineering, particularly in the analysis of
computer systems [22], communication networks [8], and
wireless networks [23].
EVs can be charged in several ways. Our setup can be
seen as an example of slow charging, in which drivers typ-
ically park their EV and are not physically present during
charging (but are busy shopping, working, sleeping, etc).
For queueing models focusing on fast charging, we refer to
[24, 25]. Both papers consider a gradient scheduler to control
delays, but do not consider physical load flow models as is
done here. [26] presents a queueing model for battery swap-
ping. [27] is an early paper on a queueing analysis of EV
charging, focusing on designing safe (in term of voltage drops)
control rules with minimal communication overhead.
We can only provide a small additional (i.e., non-queueing)
sample of the already vast but still emerging literature on EV
charging. The focus of [28] is on a specific parking lot and
presents an algorithm for optimally managing a large number
of plug-in EVs. Algorithms to minimize the impact of plug-
in EV charging on the distribution grid are proposed in [29].
In [30], the overall charging demand of plug-in EVs is con-
sidered. Mathematical models where vehicles communicate
beforehand with the grid to convey information about their
charging status are studied in [31]. In [32], EVs are the central
object and a dynamic program is formulated that prescribes
how EVs should charge their battery using price signals.
The present paper aims to illustrate how state-of-the-art
methods from the applied probability and queueing commu-
nities can contribute to the analysis of the interplay between
EV charging and the analysis of congestion in distribution
networks. Our analysis does not take into account other
important features in distribution networks touched upon in
some of the above-cited works. In particular, it would be useful
to incorporate smart appliances/buildings/meters, rooftop solar
panels, and other sources of electricity demand. We think that
the tractability and generality of our formulation and the estab-
lished connection with an OPF problem makes our framework
promising towards a comprehensive stochastic network model
of a distribution grid.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide
a detailed model description — in particular we introduce
our stochastic model, the class of charging controls, and the
load flow models. In Section III, we consider our model in
full generality. We present a fluid model of our system and
show that the associated dynamic equations have a unique
invariant point, which is shown to be stable under an additional
assumption. A case study using the SCE 47-bus network is
presented in Section IV. In Section V, we show explicit results
under additional assumptions and we apply our results to
design a control rule that maximizes the fraction of successful
charges.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
In this section, we provide a detailed formulation of our
model and explain various notational conventions that are used
in the remainder of this work. A notational convention is that
all vectors and matrices are denoted by bold letters. We present
the basic nomenclature in Table I.
TABLE I
BASIC NOTATION
I # nodes J # EV types
ik edge (i, k) I(i) subtree rooted at node i
P(i) path from node i to feeder K # parking spaces at nodes
λ arrival rate of Poisson process γ modified arrival rate due to finite parking spaces
Q # of total EVs at nodes Z # of uncharged EVs
u(·) utility function z∗ fluid approximation of uncharged EVs
B charging time D parking time
V voltage W voltage magnitude
R resistance X reactance
p power allocated to EVs Λ power allocated to nodes
cmaxj maximum charging rate M node power capacity
A. Network and infrastructure
Consider a radial distribution network described by a rooted
tree graph G = (I, E), where I = {0, 1, . . . , I}, denotes
its set of nodes (buses) and E is its set of directed edges,
assuming that node 0 is the root node (feeder). Further, we
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denote by ik ∈ E the edge that connects node i to node k,
assuming that i is closer to the root node than k. Let I(k)
and E(k) be the node and edge set of the subtree rooted in
node k ∈ I. The active and reactive power consumed by
the subtree (I(k), E(k)) are PI(k) and QI(k). The resistance,
the reactance, and the active and reactive power losses along
edge ik are denoted by Rik, Xik, LPik, and L
Q
ik, respectively.
Moreover, Vi is the voltage at node i and V0 is known. At
any node, except for the root node, there is a charging station
with Ki > 0, i ∈ I \{0} parking spaces (each having an
EV charger). Further, we assume there are J = {1, . . . , J}
different types of EVs indexed by j.
B. Stochastic model for EVs
Type-j EVs arrive at node i according to a Poisson process
with rate λij . If all spaces are occupied, a newly arriving
EV does not enter the system, but is assumed to leave
immediately. Each EV has a random charging requirement
and a random parking time. These depend on the type of
the EV, but are independent between EVs and are denoted
by Bj and Dj , respectively, for type-j EVs. In queueing
terminology, these quantities are called service requirements
and deadlines, respectively. The joint distribution of (Bj , Dj)
is given by a bivariate probability distribution: Fj(x, y) =
P (Bj ≤ x,Dj ≤ y) for x, y ≥ 0. Our model assumptions
are quite standard in the computer-communications setting.
For validations in the setting of EVs, we refer to [33, 34].
The most critical assumption is the assumption that the arrival
process is homogeneous, though some of our fluid limit results
still hold under time-varying arrival rates. Methods to reduce
the case of time-varying arrival rates to fixed arrival rates are
explored in [35].
Our framework is general enough to distinguish between
types. For example, we can classify types according to inter-
vals of ratio of the charging requirement and parking time
and/or according to the contract they have. An EV leaves
the system after its parking time expires. It may be not fully
charged. If an EV finishes its charge, it remains at its parking
space without consuming power until its parking time expires.
EVs that have finished their charge are called “fully charged”.
C. State descriptor
We denote by Qij(t) ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,Ki} the total number of
type-j EVs at node i at time t ≥ 0, where Qij(0) is the
initial number of EVs. Thus, Qi(t) :=
∑J
j=1Qij(t) denotes
the total number of EVs at node i. Further, we denote by
Zij(t) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Qij(t)} the number of type-j EVs at node
i with a not-fully-charged battery at time t and by Zij(0) the
number of vehicles initially at node i. Last, we write Zij(∞)
or simply Zij to represent the process in steady-state.
For some fixed time, let z = (zij : i ∈ I \{0}, j ∈
J ) ∈ RI×J+ be the vector giving the number of uncharged
EVs for all types and nodes. Note that although the vector that
gives the number of uncharged EVs should have integer-valued
coordinates, we allow real values in order to accommodate
fluid analogues later. Moreover, we assume that EVs receive
only active power during their charge and do not absorb
reactive power; see [36] for a justification.
D. Charging control rule
An important part of our framework is the way we specify
how the charging of EVs takes place. Given that the state of
uncharged vehicles is equal to z, we assume the existence
of a function p(z) = (pij(z) : i ∈ I \{0}, j ∈ J )
that specifies the instantaneous rate of power each uncharged
vehicle receives. Moreover, we assume that this function is
obtained by optimizing a “global” function. Specifically, for
a type-j EV at node i we associate a function uij(·), which
is strictly increasing and concave in R+, twice differentiable
in (0,∞) with limx→0 u′ij(x) = ∞. The charging rate p(z)
is then determined by maxp
∑I
i=1
∑J
j=1 zijuij(pij) subject
to a number of constraints, which take into account physical
limits on the charging of the batteries, load limits, and most
importantly voltage drop constraints.
Before we describe these constraints in detail, we first
provide some comments on this charging protocol. An im-
portant example is the choice uij(pij) = wij log pij , which
is known as weighted proportional fairness. Note that this
scheme assumes the existence of a virtual agent that is
capable of optimizing the global function. In practice, this
control may be implemented in a decentralized fashion, using
mechanisms such as the alternating direction method of
multipliers [37, 38]. It is even possible to come up with
decentralized allocation schemes that achieve this control if
the functions uij(·) are unknown, which dictates the use of
proportional fairness with a specific choice of the weights
wij . For background, we refer to [5, 7]. A limitation of
our formulation is that it does not take into account the
remaining time until the deadline expires and the remaining
charging requirement. Our multiclass framework allows to
at least partially overcome this, for example by letting the
functions uij(·) depend on the joint distribution of (Bj , Dj).
For example, given a discrete distribution of (B,D), we can
classify types j by the ratio Bj/Dj , and, in the context of
proportional fairness, modify weights wij accordingly. Note
that it is feasible to communicate an indication of (B,D) by
the owner of an EV at the parking lot [39].
We now turn to a discussion of the constraints. We assume
that the highest power that the parking lot at node i can
consume is Mi > 0 and that the maximum power rate which
a type-j EV can be charged is cmaxj . That is,
J∑
j=1
zijpij ≤Mi and 0 ≤ pij ≤ cmaxj . (1)
We refer to (1) as load constraints. Lines and transformers
supply the aggregate load imposed by both homes (and other
features) and EV chargers. Loads from homes are usually
uncontrolled, and if we would like to explicitly incorporate
such loads in our model, we would need to subtract the load
of homes (or an upper bound of that) from the node capacity,
and modify the voltage constraints by including uncontrollable
loads at each node. To keep the notation manageable, we
simply assume here that Mi is the node capacity that can be
transferred to EVs. We refer to [17] for more details.
4In addition, we impose voltage drop constraints. These
constraints rely on load flow models. Two of these models
we consider are described next.
E. AC voltage model
We first consider a minor simplification of the full AC power
flow equations. The angle between voltages in distribution
networks are small and hence they can be chosen so that
the phasors have zero imaginary components [40, Chapter 3].
Under this assumption, Kirchhoff’s law [41, Eq. 1] for our
model takes the form, for pk ∈ E ,
VpVk − VkVk − PI(k)Rpk −QI(k)Xpk = 0, (2)
where p ∈ I denotes the unique parent of node k. The previous
equations are non-linear. Applying the transformation
W (pk) =
(
V 2p VpVk
VkVp V
2
k
)
=:
(
Wpp Wpk
Wkp Wkk
)
leads to the following linear equations (in terms of W (pk)):
Wpk −Wkk − PI(k)Rpk −QI(k)Xpk = 0, pk ∈ E . (3)
Note that W (pk) are positive semidefinite matrices (denoted
by W (pk)  0) of rank one. The active and reactive power
consumed by the subtree (I(k), E(k)) are given by
PI(k) =
∑
l∈I(k)
J∑
j=1
zljplj +
∑
l∈I(k)
∑
ls∈E(k)
LPls, (4)
QI(k) =
∑
l∈I(k)
∑
ls∈E(k)
LQls,
where by [16, Appendix B],
LPls = (Wll − 2Wls +Wss)Rls/(R2ls +X2ls),
LQls = (Wll − 2Wls +Wss)Xls/(R2ls +X2ls).
Note that Wkk are dependent on vectors p and z. We write
Wkk(p, z), when we wish to emphasize this. If we use this
model to describe voltages, the function p(z) is then given by
maxp,W
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
zijuij(pij)
subject to (1), (3), υi ≤Wii ≤ υi,
W (ik)  0, rank(W (ik)) = 1, ik ∈ E ,
(5)
for zij > 0. If zij = 0, then take pij = 0. In addition,
0 < υk ≤ W00 ≤ υk are the voltage limits. Observe that
the optimization problem (5) is non-convex and NP hard due
to rank-one constraints. Removing the non-convex constraints
yields a convex relaxation, which is a second-order cone
program. Further, by Remark 1 (see below) and [42, Theorem
5], we obtain that the convex-relaxation problem is exact.
F. Linearized Distflow model
Though the previous voltage model is tractable enough for a
convex relaxation to be exact, it is rather complicated. Assum-
ing that the active and reactive power losses on edges are small
relative to the power flows, but now allowing the voltages
to be complex numbers, we derive a linear approximation
of the previous model, called the linearized (or simplified)
Distflow model [21]. In this case, the voltage magnitudes
W linkk := |V link |2 have an analytic expression [41, Lemma 12]:
W linkk (p, z) = W00 − 2
∑
ls∈P(k)
Rls
∑
m∈I(s)
J∑
j=1
zmjpmj , (6)
where the P(k) is the unique path from the feeder to node k.
Remark 1. Note that W linkk ≤ W00 for all nodes k, as
we assume that the nodes only consume power, and by [41,
Lemma 12] we obtain Wkk(p, z) ≤W linkk (p, z).
To derive the representation of the power allocation mech-
anism p(z) in this setting, one replaces the constraints in (5)
by (1) and υk ≤W linkk (p, z) ≤ υk.
When adding stochastic dynamics, the resulting model is
still rather complicated. Even Markovian assumptions yield a
multidimensional Markov chain of which the transition rates
are governed by solutions of nonlinear programming prob-
lems. The dynamics of the high-dimensional non-Markovian
stochastic process (Qij(t), Zij(t)), t ≥ 0, are in general
not tractable from a probabilistic viewpoint. To obtain a
Markovian description, we would also have to keep track of all
residual parking times and charging requirements, leading to
a measure-valued process as in [13]. Therefore, we consider
fluid approximations of (Qij(t), Zij(t)) in the next section,
which are more tractable and hold under general assumptions.
III. FLUID APPROXIMATION
In this section, we develop a fluid approximation for the
stochastic model defined in Section II, of which the invariant
point is characterized through an OPF problem. To do so, we
follow a similar approach as in [13] and [43].
The fluid approximation, which is deterministic, can be
thought of as a formal law of large numbers approximation.
More precisely, consider a family of models as defined in
Section II, indexed by a scaling parameter n ∈ N. The fluid
scaling is given by
Znij(·)
n . To obtain a non-trivial fluid limit, we
choose the following scaling for the node parameters in the nth
system. The maximum power that node i can consume is nMi,
the arrival rate is nλij , the number of parking spaces is nKi;
all other parameters remain unchanged. A mathematically
rigorous justification of this scaling is beyond the scope of
this study, and will be pursued elsewhere. If the set of feasible
power allocations is polyhedral, the methods from [13] can be
applied directly to achieve this justification. This scaling gives
rise to the following definition of a fluid model.
Definition 1 (Fluid model). A nonnegative continuous vector-
valued function z(·) is a fluid-model solution if it satisfies the
functional equations for i, j ≥ 1
zij(t) = zij(0)P
(
B0j >
∫ t
0
pij(z(u))du,D
0
j ≥ t
)
+
∫ t
0
γij(s)P
(
Bj >
∫ t
s
pij(z(u))du,Dj ≥ t− s
)
ds,
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where γij(t) := λij1{qi(t)<Ki}, and qi(t) =
∑
j qij(t), with
qij(t) = qij(0)P
(
D0j ≥ t
)
+
∫ t
0
γij(s)P
(
Dj ≥ t− s
)
ds.
Further, B0j and D
0
j are the charging requirement and the
parking time for the initial population in the system.
The time-dependent fluid model solution can be used di-
rectly to approximate the evolution of the system at time t;
e.g., one may take E[Zij(t)] ≈ zij(t). This set of equations can
be extended to time-varying arrival rates by replacing λij by
λij(t). Also, one can consider schemes in which blocked EVs
are not lost, but routed to adjacent parking lots, which leads
to further modifications to γij(·). The fluid model equations,
though still rather complicated, have an intuitive meaning; e.g.,
the term P
(
Bj >
∫ t
s
pij(z(u))du,Dj ≥ t− s
)
resembles the
fraction of EVs of type-j admitted to the system at time s
at node i that are still in the system at time t (for this to
happen, their deadline needs to exceed t− s and their service
requirement needs to be bigger than the service allocated,
which is
∫ t
s
pij(z(u))du). We now turn to the behavior of
our fluid model in equilibrium, i.e., for t = ∞. In this case,
we obtain a computationally tractable characterization through
a particular OPF problem. Before we state our main theorem,
we introduce some notation. Let
γij :=
λij
λi
min
{
λi,Ki
 J∑
j′=1
λij′
λi
E[Dj′ ]
−1 }, (7)
where λi :=
∑J
j=1 λij . Here, γij can be interpreted as the
modified arrival rate of EVs due to finite parking spaces; as not
all EVs find an available parking space. Furthermore, define
the functions
gij(x) := γijE[min{Djx,Bj}], (8)
and the node allocation (the power which type-j EVs consume
at node i), Λij(z) := zijpij(z). Also, for a random variable
Y , denote by inf(Y ) the leftmost point of its support.
Theorem 1 (Characterization of invariant point). (i) If z∗ij is
an invariant point for the fluid model, it is given by the solution
of the fixed-point equation
z∗ij = γijE[min{Dj ,
Bj
pij(z∗)
}]. (9)
(ii) Let inf (Dj/Bj) ≤ 1/cmaxj . The solution z∗ of (9) is
unique and is given by z∗ij =
Λ∗ij
g−1ij (Λ
∗
ij)
, where Λ∗ is the unique
solution of the optimization problem
maxΛ,W
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
Gij(Λij)
subject to Wik −Wkk − PI(k)Rik −QI(k)Xik = 0,
υi ≤Wii ≤ υi,W (ik)  0, Λij ≤Mi,
0 ≤ Λij ≤ gij(cmaxj ), ik ∈ E .
(10)
Gij(·) is a strictly concave function such that G′ij(·) =
u′ij(g
−1
ij (·)).
By (4), observe that Wkk depends on z through the products
zijpij(z). By the definition of Λ, we have that Wkk depends
only on Λ. That is, the previous optimization problem is
indeed independent of the fixed point z∗.
The intuition behind (9) follows from a result in queueing
theory known as Little’s law [22], which says that the expected
number of customers equals the arrival rate times the expected
sojourn time of a particular customer. The sojourn time of a
customer of type-j at node i is the minimum of its deadline and
its potential service time. The latter quantity is approximated
by the total service time divided by the service rate, which will
be approximately constant in equilibrium for large systems
(this is called the snapshot principle in queueing theory [44]).
To arrive at (10) the essential idea is to add Little’s law (9) to
the set of KKT conditions that characterize p(z) and rewrite
all equations in such a way that they form the KKT conditions
for the problem (10). We refer to the Appendix for more
details.
An interpretation of the function to be maximized in Theo-
rem 1 is not straightforward. To provide physical intuition of
what is being optimized, we observe that the optimal value of
the optimization problem in Theorem 1 can be be rewritten
by using the following identity:
Gij(Λ
∗
ij) = γijE[Djuij(min{p∗ij ,
Bj
Dj
})],
with p∗ij = Λ
∗
ij/z
∗
ij . For the calculations leading to this
identity, we refer to Appendix A. Note that Gij(·) depends
naturally on the joint distribution of B and D. Further, the
ratio BjDj can be interpreted as the desired power of type-
j EVs and p∗ij is the actual power it receives in the long
term. So, we pick p∗ that maximizes the long term utility∑I
i=1
∑J
j=1 γijE[Djuij(min{pij , BjDj })]. This interpretation
heuristically follows by using a version of Little’s law: EVs of
type j arrive at node i at rate γij , stay for time Dj , and during
their stay they are interested in a rate not exceeding Bj/Dj ,
so the utility of rate pij is in equilibrium uij(min{pij , BjDj }).
To show that a fluid model solution converges towards the
equilibrium point as t → ∞, we also assume that the power
rate that an EV gets does not increase if a newly arriving EV
enters the system.
Definition 2. An allocation mechanism is called “monotone”
if 0 < y ≤ z implies that pij(y) ≥ pij(z).
By adapting techniques from [12], it can be shown that this
assumption holds in the linearized Distflow model.
Proposition 1. If the allocation mechanism is monotone and
Ki =∞, we have that zij(t)→ z∗ij , as t→∞.
Using the continuous mapping theorem [45] and extending
results from [46], [47], and [13], we conjecture this result
to be true without imposing the condition Ki = ∞ and
also allowing for general distributed arrival process, but the
mathematical techniques required to establish this are beyond
the scope of this paper.
As we already mentioned the original stochastic system is
not tractable even for computational purposes. In Appendix B,
we compare the fluid approximation with its original stochastic
6model and also compare across load flow models. Our compu-
tational study, though certainly not exhaustive, indicates that
our fluid models can accurately predict the performance of a
specific control rule.
IV. CASE STUDY
In this section, we apply our results to the SCE 47-bus
network; [42]. Node 1 is the feeder and nodes 13, 17, 19,
23 and 24 (with white color in Figures 1, 2, 3, and 6)
are photovoltaic generators, and we removed them from the
network. We present results for both the aggregated system and
the individual nodes. First, we study a non-Markovian system
with multiple type of EVs where the charging and parking
times are dependent. Then, we move to a single class non-
Markovian model. Last, we present results for a Markovian
model where we also compare the SCE 47-bus with the SCE
56-bus network. In all cases, we consider the proportional
fairness allocation, i.e., uij(x) = log(x). Further, we fix
M = 8, cmax = 1, and allow the voltage drop to diverge
at most 10% from its nominal. Last, we use MATLAB and
CVX to solve the semidefinite optimization problems. It takes
approximately 3 minutes for the SCE 47-bus network and 5
minutes for the SCE 56-bus network.
A. Non-Markovian model with multiple type of EVs
The first case we study is a non-Markovian network with
multiple type of EVs with dependent charging and parking
times. In particular, we consider the case where parking
and charging times satisfy Bj/Dj = θj , where θj > 0 is
deterministic. Here, θj can be interpreted as the desired power
of type-j EV. In this case, we have that
Gij(x) = γijE[Dj ] log(min{x, θj}).
Consider an overloaded system taking K = 1, λ = 1.2,
E[Dj ] = 1 and two type of EVs with arrival rate λi1 = 0.4λ
and λi2 = 0.6λ, respectively. In Figures 1 and 2, we see the
percentage of the desired power received (i.e., pij/θj) by both
types of EVs and all the nodes for θ1 = 0.02 and θ2 = 0.01.
As expected, the power grid is able to provide better quality of
service to EVs with lower θj . Type-2 EVs receive power very
close to their preference (i.e., θ2) at nodes close to the feeder
and it reduces for nodes away from the feeder. On the other
hand, type-1 EVs receive less power than their preference and
it can significantly drop for nodes away from the feeder. Note
that it is not feasible for the power grid to allocate power θj
to all the EVs as this would cause a significant voltage drop.
B. Non-Markovian model with single type of EVs
Here, we study a relation between charging and parking
times in the form B = ΘD, where Θ is a discrete random
variable with P(Θ = θi) = qi, for θi > 0. For simplicity, we
take that Θ ∈ {θ1, θ2} and without loss of generality we take
θ1 < θ2. In this case, we have that
Gi(x) = γiE[D](log(min{x, θ1}) + q2 log(min{x, θ2}
−γiE[D]θ1q1).
Fig. 1. Percentage of power type-1 EVs receive
Fig. 2. Percentage of power type-2 EVs receive
In Figure 3, we see the ratio ΛE[Θ] for an overloaded system,
with K = 1, E[D] = 1, and λi = 1.2. Moreover, we
choose θ1 = 0.001, θ2 = 0.02, q1 = 0.1, and q2 = 0.9.
The aggregated success probability (i.e., the probability an EV
leaves the network with fully charged battery) in this case is
approximately 0.1. Every individual node receives less power
(almost the half) compared to the case studied in Section IV-A.
This can be explained as follows. In the second case, all EVs
desire power θ2 with high probability compared to the case
studied in Section IV-A where only type-2 EVs have this
preference.
Fig. 3. Ratio ΛE[Θ] in case of B = ΘD
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C. Markovian model
Here, we assume that the charging time B and parking
time D of the EVs are independent exponential distributed.
EVs arrive in the system with arrival rate λ and choose a
node uniformly. We first focus on the whole system fixing
K = 1 and E[B] = 1. The aggregated success probability in
the SCE 47-bus network for different values of arrival rate λ
and departure rate 1/E[D] is shown in Figure 4. We observe
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Fig. 4. Aggregated success probability in SCE 47-bus network
that the aggregated success probability decreases as more EVs
arrive in the system and as the EVs become more impatient
(i.e., as the departure rate increases and as a result the parking
times become larger). We comment that for small arrival rate
and small departure rate the power grid is able to charge the
EVs at the maximum rate and since cmax = 1, the success
probability is given by P(D > B) = 1/E[D]1/E[D]+1/E[B] . Hence,
the previous formula gives an upper bound of the success
probability for any E[B] and E[D]. In Figure 5, we compare
the aggregated success probability as a function of the arrival
rate between SCE 47-bus and SCE 56-bus networks. Here, we
choose K = 10, E[B] = 0.2, and E[D] = 1. The behavior of
the SCE 47-bus and SCE 56-bus networks i similar. However,
the success probability in the SCE 56-bus network is smaller
as it contains more buses. Moreover, in both networks the
probability an EV leaves the system with a full battery is
decreasing as a function of the arrival rate.
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Fig. 5. Aggregated success probability in SCE 47-bus and SCE 56-bus
networks
Next, we move to the behaviour of the individual nodes. In
Figure 6, we can see the success probability for all the nodes
for λ = 1 and E[B]=E[D] = 1. Not surprisingly the success
probability decreases as we go away from the feeder as the
transferred power is reduced.
Fig. 6. Individual success probabilities
V. EXPLICIT RESULTS UNDER LINEARIZED DISTFLOW
MODEL AND A LINE TOPOLOGY
Although Theorem 1 provides a computationally attractive
procedure to analyze the long-term performance of a class
of EV charging schemes in a general setting, it does not
provide mathematically explicit formulas. The goal of the
present section is to present a number of explicit examples,
at the expense of making additional assumptions. Specifically,
we assume the case of a line network, and will only focus
on the linearized DistFlow model. In addition, we will only
consider the voltage drop constraints.
We investigate four cases, one special case focusing in the
original stochastic model, and the other three cases focusing
on the fluid model.
A. An allocation mechanism with the product-form property
Despite the complexity of our stochastic model, we are
able to identify a special case for which the entire network
behaves like a multiclass processor-sharing queue, of which
the invariant distribution is explicit, and for which even time-
dependent properties are known [6, 48].
We take J = 1 for convenience and drop all indices
j from the notation in this section. For every node i, let
Ri =
∑
ls∈P(i)Rls, ρi = λiE[B]Ri/δ and ρ =
∑I
i=1 ρi,
where δ = W00−υ2 and P(i) denotes the unique path from
node i to feeder.
Proposition 2. Assume Ki = ∞ for all i. If the power
allocation rule is proportional fairness, i.e., ui(pi) = log pi,
then, for every n ∈ NI+,
lim
t→∞P
(
Z(t) = n
)
= (1− ρ)(
I∑
i=1
ni)!
I∏
i=1
ρnii
ni!
, (11)
provided ρ < 1.
8Note that this result is valid for arbitrary distributions of the
charging requirements and as such it provides an insensitivity
property for the original stochastic model. This result is
another exhibition of the appealing nature of proportional
fairness, which has also been shown to give similar nice
properties in communication network models [6, 8, 9, 23].
What is novel in this setting is that the service requirements
are stretched with a factor Ri.
The proof of this theorem follows from a similar argument
as in [8], making a connection with the class of Whittle
networks, by showing that a specific local balance property
called balanced fairness is satisfied. We explain this procedure
for the case of exponential charging times in Appendix C.
B. An explicit solution of the time dependent fluid model
equations
In general, the time-dependent fluid model equations (see
Definition 1) need to be solved numerically, for example by
using Picard iteration. In some cases, the set of equations can
also be solved explicitly, as the next proposition illustrates.
Proposition 3. Assume that Ki = ∞, J = 1, and the
charging requirements and parking times are exponential and
independent. If u(pi) = log(pi), we have that
zi(t) = z
∗
i + (zi(0)− z∗i )e−t/E[D],
with
z∗i = E[D] (λi − Λ∗i /E[B]) , Λ∗i =
λiδ∑I
k=1Rkλk
.
The previous proposition continues to hold for Ki big
enough such that the parking lots are never full.
C. A fairness property
Here, we identify a special case of our setting in which
p(z) is explicit and leads to a fair allocation of power to all
users, in the sense that the charging rate of a battery does not
depend on the location where it is parked.
An important question is under what assumptions all EVs in
the system are charged at the same power rate. The following
proposition gives a partial positive answer to this question. Let
Ri =
∑
ls∈P(i)Rls and δ =
W00−υ
2 .
Proposition 4 (Fairness property). Let uij(pij) = wiju(pij).
If wij = Ri, then we have that pij(z) = p(z) > 0. Moreover,
p(z) = δ
(∑I
i=1Ri
∑J
j=1 zij
)−1
.
A similar result can be shown for general trees, under the
assumption that the root node has only one child. This choice
of weights seems to lead to a low over-all fraction of fully
charged cars: in Section V-D, we show that that fraction is
optimized by having the weights wi decrease with i.
D. Designing control schemes for a line
A natural question is how to choose suitable functions
uij(·) in order to optimize the behavior of the system. In this
section, we illustrate the scope of this question by focusing
the weighted proportional fairness allocation and single type of
EVs. The main goal is to describe a procedure of choosing the
weights wi, i ≥ 1, such that the log-run fraction of EVs that
gets successfully charged is maximized. This is a particularly
relevant problem in an overloaded regime and to this end we
make the assumption
∑I
i=1 E[B]γiRi > δ.
The solution of (10) is given by Λ∗i = gi
(
wi
hRi
)
, where
gi(·) is given by (8). Under the assumptions of this section,
(10) has only a single constraint. Its associated Lagrange mul-
tiplier h > 0 satisfies δ =
∑
iRiΛ
∗
i =
∑
iRigi(wi/(hRi)).
It follows by Theorem 1 that z∗i =
hRiΛ
∗
i
wi
. The proba-
bility an EV gets successfully charged at node i is given
by P(D > Bz∗i /Λ∗i ) = P(wiD > hRiB). Note that the
last probability depends on the Langrange multiplier which
depends on the weights in an intricate fashion. To overcome
this difficulty we scale w such that h(w) = 1. This can always
be achieved as multiplying all weights with the same factor
scales h accordingly but leads to the same solution Λ∗. Thus,
we can formulate the problem of optimally selecting weights
as follows:
maxw
I∑
i=1
γiP(wiD > RiB)
subject to
I∑
i=1
γiE[min{wiD,RiB}] ≤ δ.
(12)
This problem can be transformed into a resource allocation
problem as considered in [49]. It is in general non-convex and
its solution depends on the joint distribution of B and D. In
the sequel, we consider the special case B = HD, with H
a random variable independent of D. Below, we study some
special cases of H . In turns out that the case of B/D equals
to a deterministic is relevant in the setting of distributionally
robust optimization.
1) H is random with decreasing hazard rate: Here, we
assume that H is a random variable where its distribution has
decreasing hazard rate. The latter ensures that transformation
of (12) leads to a convex optimization problem. A well-known
example of such a distribution is a Pareto distribution with
parameters a > 1 and κ > 0, i.e., P(H > x) = ( κx+κ )
a,
x ≥ 0. Note that E[H] = κ/(a− 1). Setting ci = wi/Ri, (12)
reduces to
maxc
I∑
i=1
γi[1−
( κ
ci + κ
)a
]
subject to
I∑
i=1
E[D]κγiRi
1− a [
( κ
ci + κ
)a−1 − 1] ≤ δ.
After setting yi = ( κci+κ )
a−1, we obtain ci = κ
y
1/(a−1)
i
−κ and
maxy
I∑
i=1
γi(1− ya/(a−1)i )
subject to
I∑
i=1
E[D]κγiRi
1− a (yi − 1) ≤ δ, 0 ≤ yi ≤ 1,
which is a convex problem.
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2) H is deterministic: Let H be deterministic and strictly
positive. In this case, setting ci = wi/Ri, (12) reduces to
maxc
I∑
i=1
γi1{H≤ci}
subject to
I∑
i=1
E[D]γiRi min{ci, H} ≤ δ.
There exists a non-empty set I∗ ⊆ I \{0} such that ci < H
for each i ∈ I∗. To see this observe that if I∗ = ∅, then
δ ≥
I∑
i=1
E[D]γiRi min{ci, H} =
I∑
i=1
E[B]γiRi,
which contradicts the overload assumption. Moreover, observe
that the nodes in I∗ do not increase the objective function and
so we can set ci = 0 for i ∈ I∗. On the other hand, if i /∈ I∗,
then ci ∈ [H,∞) and minimization of the constraint leads to
ci = H . So, the last optimization problem is equivalent to
maxx
I∑
i=1
γixi
subject to
I∑
i=1
E[D]γiRiHxi ≤ δ, xi ∈ {0, 1},
(13)
which is the well-known knapsack problem.
We now show that the case of deterministic H is the worst-
case situation in overload by showing that the value of (13) is
a lower bound for the value of (12). Assume w.l.o.g. E[H] = 1
and use the Markov inequality to obtain
∑I
i=1 γiP(H < ci) ≥∑I
i=1 γi(1 − 1/ci)1{ci>1}. In addition, an upper bound for
the constraint is given by
∑I
i=1 E[D]γiRiE[min{H, ci}] ≤∑I
i=1 E[D]γiRi1{ci>0} due to the fact that E[min{H, ci}] =
0 if i ∈ I∗ and E[min{H, ci}] ≤ E[H] = 1, otherwise. These
bounds leads to the problem
maxc
I∑
i=1
γi(1− 1/ci)1{ci>1}
subject to
I∑
i=1
E[D]γiRi1{ci>0} ≤ δ.
It is clear that the feasible set of the last problem is a subset
of the feasible set of (12). Taking now ci =∞ if ci > 0 yields
(13) with H = 1.
The numerical results provided in next section confirm that
the case of deterministic H indeed leads to a lower fraction of
successful charges than the case of a random H . This in itself
results in a selection of weights where nodes far away from
the feeder will not receive any power if H is deterministic,
while this is not the case when H is random.
3) Numerical validations for optimal weights: Now, we
move to the choice of optimal weights. We take ten nodes
and parameters of the system such that
∑10
i=1
E[B]γiRi
δ = 1.17;
i.e., the system is 17% overloaded. We present three examples.
First, for H deterministic and equal to 1. Second, for H being
Pareto distributed with E[H] = 1 and two shape parameter a,
namely a = 1.1 and a = 3.
For the deterministic case, we have that the optimal weights
are (0.0610, 0.0915, 0.1110, 0.1268, 0.1390, 0.1488, 0.1573,
0.1646, 0, 0), and the number of successful charges per unit
of time equals 8.
For the Pareto case, the optimal weights wi, for a = 1.1
are given by the vector (0.1105, 0.1031, 0.1006, 0.0994,
0.0987, 0.0981, 0.0978, 0.0975, 0.0972, 0.0971), and for
a = 3, (0.1293, 0.1173, 0.1093, 0.1033, 0.0985, 0.0945,
0.0911, 0.0881, 0.0854, 0.0830). The number of successful
charges per unit of time equals 10 and 9.49, respectively.
It turns out that the Pareto case works better and also the
more variability (smaller a), the better the system performance.
For H being Pareto distributed, the weights are decreasing and
all the nodes receive strictly positive power in contrast to the
deterministic case. In the latter case, the weights are increasing
and some nodes do not receive power. This can be explained
intuitively as follows: the nodes away from the feeder receive
more power in order the successful charges in the system being
maximized.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has proposed a queueing network model for
electric vehicle charging. The main result is a fluid approx-
imation of the number of uncharged vehicles in the system,
which is derived by combining key ideas from network utility
maximization (using a class of utility-maximizing schedul-
ing disciplines), from queueing theory (Little’s law and the
snapshot principle), and from power systems engineering
(AC and linearized Distflow load flow models). Our fluid
approximation explicitly captures the interaction between these
three elements, as well as physical network parameters and
can be computed using convex programming techniques. Our
approach can easily be extended to impose other reliability
constraints, such as line limits, and our fluid approach can be
extended to deal with superchargers, by allowing additional
queues at each station.
We focused on the specific class of weighted proportional
fairness protocols. Our optimization framework allows for
a further comparison between charging protocols, which is
a natural next step for further research. Another important
problem is to extend our model to allow for batteries to
discharge and to include other features, such as smart appli-
ances/buildings/meters, rooftop solar panels, and other sources
of electricity demand. This naturally leads to various questions
about pricing schemes. We think that our characterization of
the performance of the system for a fixed control in terms
of the OPF problem (10) can be extended in such directions
(given the universal applicability of Little’s law) and can be a
useful starting point to design economic mechanisms.
A full mathematical examination of our system is beyond
the scope of the present work. In a follow-up work, we will
rigorously show that z∗ij is a good approximation of Zij(·)
by developing a fluid limit theorem using the framework of
measure-valued processes, extending the framework of [13].
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APPENDIX A
INTERPRETATION OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Recall that G′ij(·) = u′ij(g−1ij (·)), which can be written as
Gij(Λ
∗
ij) =
∫ Λ∗ij
y0
u′ij(g
−1
ij (y))dy. (14)
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Choose y0 such that uij(g−1ij (y0)) = 0. Defining x = g
−1
ij (y)
and recalling p∗ij = g
−1
ij (Λ
∗
ij), (14) takes the form
Gij(Λ
∗
ij) =
∫ g−1ij (Λ∗ij)
g−1ij (y0)
u′ij(x)dgij(x) =
∫ p∗ij
g−1ij (y0)
u′ij(x)dgij(x)
(15)
=
∫ p∗ij
g−1ij (y0)
g′ij(x)duij(x).
Now, note that by (8), we have that
g′ij(x) = lim
→0
γij

E[min{Dj(x+ ), Bj} −min{Djx,Bj}]
=γijE[Dj1{Djx<Bj}].
Applying the last equation in (15), we have that
Gij(Λ
∗
ij) =γij
∫ p∗ij
g−1ij (y0)
E[Dj1{Djx<Bj}]duij(x)
=γijE[Dj
∫ min{p∗ij ,BjDj }
g−1ij (y0)
duij(x)]
=γijE[Djuij(min{p∗ij ,
Bj
Dj
)].
APPENDIX B
ADDITIONAL NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we give an additional numerical illustration
of our results.
A. Stochastic model and fluid approximation
First, we examine the stochastic model and the fluid approx-
imation. We consider the case J = 1, and assume I = 2. Fix
V0 = 1 in the per-unit system, take R01 = X01 = 0.01,
R12 = X12 = 0.005, and υ1 = υ2 = (0.9)
2. We con-
sider a weighted proportional fairness allocation with weights
wi = Ri =
∑
ls∈P(i)Rls. Further, the charging requirements
and the parking times are exponentially distributed with unit
mean, and we take K1 = K2 = K in all our computations,
and only take voltage constraints into consideration.
As a first experiment, we consider this model with only
voltage drop constraints. We take λi = 1.2Ki and compare
E[Zi] between the AC and Distflow allocation mechanisms,
as well as their fluid approximations z∗i . We compare the two
power flow models for the stochastic model computing the
expected number of uncharged EVs at any node; see Table II.
Note that the expectations for the AC model are higher as this
model takes into account power losses leading to lower service
rates.
TABLE II
K E[Z1],E[Z2] (Distflow) E[Z1],E[Z2] (AC) Rel. error
10 4.5336, 4.6179 4.6801, 4.6924 3.13 %, 1.58 %
20 14.0174, 14.0385 14.1725, 14.1948 1.09 %, 1.10 %
Next, we evaluate the fluid approximation for the two load
models; see Table III. Observe again that the number of
uncharged EVs for the AC model is higher. The relative error
between the two load flow models is similar to what we saw
in Table II. Not surprisingly, The original stochastic model is
TABLE III
K z∗1 , z
∗
2 (Distflow) z
∗
1 , z
∗
2 (AC) Rel. error
10 4.5769, 4.5769 4.7356, 4.7513 3.35%, 3.67%
20 14.0300, 14.0300 14.1849, 14.2069 1.09%, 1.25%
30 23.6820, 23.6820 23.8357, 23.8597 0.64%, 0.74%
40 33.4293, 33.4293 33.5823, 33.6073 0.45%, 0.53%
50 43.2330, 43.2330 43.3857, 43.4112 0.35%, 0.41%
not numerically tractable for high values of K. For low values
of K, the difference between the stochastic and fluid models
is small:
TABLE IV
Relative error of fluid approximations
K Distflow AC
10 0.95%, 0.86% 1.18%, 1.25%
20 0.09%, 0.06% 0.08%, 0.08%
Now, we move to a model with all the additional constraints.
In this case, we fix cmax = 1 and we plot the relative error be-
tween the fluid approximation and the stochastic model for the
fraction of EVs that get successfully charged. Using arguments
from queueing theory, it can be shown that this fraction equals
1− E[Zi]/E[Qi]. For the fluid approximation, we replace the
numerator with z∗i , while E[Qi] can be computed explicitly,
using the Erlang Loss formula [6]. Figures 7 and 8 show the
results for all possible values of Mi and for both load models.
Though the quality of the fluid approximation deteriorates, the
relative error is generally below 10% and for reasonably high
values of Mi, it is even smaller. We also expect these results
to improve for bigger K. For higher values of K one needs
to solve millions of OPF problems of type (5) to obtain the
steady-state behavior of the stochastic model, while the fluid
model only requires the solution of a single OPF problem.
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Fig. 7. Distflow in case K = (10, 10) and λ = (12, 12)
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APPENDIX C
PROOFS
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Define aij = inf{x ≥ 0 : gij(x) = γij/E[Dj ]}. By [13,
Lemma 6], we have that gij(·) is continuous, strictly increasing
in [0, aij ], and constant in (aij ,∞]. Further, by [13, Lemma
7], we have that if aij < ∞, then inf (Dj/Bj) = 1/aij and
if aij = 0, then inf (Dj/Bj) = 0.
For i ∈ I \{0}, we have that
∂
∂pij
Wkk(z,p) = zij
∂
∂Λij
Wkk(Λ). (16)
To see this, observe that by (2) and the definition of the
bandwidth allocation Λ, as Vk(z,p) depends on the vectors
z and p only through the product zijpij , we get
Vk(z,p) = Vk(Λ).
Applying the transformation Λij(z,p) = zijpij , we have
∂
∂pij
Vk(z,p) =
∂
∂Λij
Vk(Λ)
∂
∂pij
Λij = zij
∂
∂Λij
Vk(Λ).
Recalling that Wkk = VkVk, we obtain that
∂
∂pij
Wkk(z,p) =2Vk(z,p)
∂
∂pij
Vk(z,p)
=2zijVk(Λ)
∂
∂Λij
Vk(Λ) = zij
∂
∂Λij
Wkk(Λ).
By the KKT conditions for (5) there exist Lagrangian
multipliers (h1i , h
2
i , h
3
ij , h¯
4
ij) ∈ R2I+2(I×J)+ such that for
i ∈ I \{0}, j ∈ J ,
z∗ij
∂
∂pij
uij(pij(z
∗)) =
I∑
k=1
∂
∂pij
Wkk(p(z
∗))(h1k − h2k)
+h3ijz
∗
ij + h¯
4
ij ,
and
h1i (Wii(p(z
∗))− υi) = 0, h2i (Wii(p(z∗))− υi) = 0,
h3ij(z
∗
ijpij(z
∗)−Mi) = 0, h¯4ij(pij(z∗)− cmaxj ) = 0.
Setting h4ij = h¯
4
ij/z
∗
ij , the previous equations take the follow-
ing (equivalent) form
∂
∂pij
uij(pij(z
∗)) =
1
z∗ij
I∑
k=1
∂
∂pij
Wkk(p(z
∗))(h1k − h2k)
+h3ij + h
4
ij ,
and
h1i (Wii(p(z
∗))− υi) = 0, h2i (Wii(p(z∗))− υi)) = 0,
h3ij(z
∗
ijpij(z
∗)−Mi) = 0, h4ij(pij(z∗)− cmaxj ) = 0.
By the definition of gij(·) and (9), we have that Λij(z∗) =
gij(pij(z
∗)). Moreover, by the assumption in Theorem 1, we
have that 1/aij = inf (Dj/Bj) ≤ 1/cmaxj . That is, cmaxj ≤
aij . Thus, gij(·) is strictly increasing in [0, cmaxj ]. This implies
pij(z
∗) = g−1ij (Λij(z
∗)). We note that (pij(z∗) − cmaxj ) =
0 if and only if (Λij(z∗) − gij(cmaxi )) = 0. Using the last
observations and (16), the above equations can be rewritten as
follows
∂
∂Λij
uij(g
−1
ij (Λij(z
∗))) =
I∑
k=1
∂
∂Λij
Wkk(Λ)(h
1
k − h2k)
+h3ij + h
4
ij ,
and
h1i (Wii(Λ(z
∗))− υi) = 0, h2i (Wii(Λ(z∗))− υi) = 0,
h3ij(Λij(z
∗)−Mi) = 0, h4ij(Λij(z∗)− gij(cmaxi )) = 0.
Now, we observe that the last equations are the KKT con-
ditions for (10). To complete the proof, it remains to be
shown that the function Gij(·) is strictly concave. To this end,
observe that g−1ij (·) is strictly increasing and u′ij(·) is strictly
decreasing since uij(·) is a strictly concave function. It follows
that G′ij(·) is strictly decreasing and hence Gij(·) is a strictly
concave function. The latter implies that the optimization
problem (10) has a unique solution Λ∗, which is independent
of the invariant point z∗. Further, the unique invariant point
is given by
z∗ij =
Λ∗ij
pij(z∗)
=
Λ∗ij
g−1ij (Λ
∗
ij)
.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Given the similarities with [13, Theorem 3, Corollary 1], we
just sketch the proof. Under the assumption that Ki =∞, we
have that 1{qi(t)<Ki} = 1. By following the same argument
as in [13, Theorem 3], there exist l,h ∈ (0,∞)I×J , such that
lij ≤ lim inf
t→∞ zij(t) ≤ lim supt→∞ zij(t) ≤ hij . (17)
By monotonicity, l and h satisfy
lij = γijE[min{Dj , Bj
pij(l)
}], hij = γijE[min{Dj , Bj
pij(h)
}].
By the uniqueness of the invariant point, we have that lij =
hij . Now, by (17), the result follows.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Using the KKT conditions, it can be shown that pi(z) =
δ
Ri
∑I
l=1 zl
. Next, observe that the so-called balance property
[50] holds: for i, k ∈ I \{0},
pi(z + ek)pk(z) = pi(z)pk(z + ei),
where ei, i = 1, . . . , I , denote unit vectors.
If B is an exponential random variable, the process
Z(t), t ≥ 0 is Markov. Let Z(t) = z denote the state of
the process Z(t) at time t ≥ 0. The process can move to state
z+ei with rate λi and to state z−ei with rate zipi(z)/E[B],
if zi > 0. Setting µi =
E[B]Ri
δ , the transition rates become the
same as those of a multiclass Markovian processor-sharing
queue with I classes of customers and mean service times µi.
By [51], the stationary distribution of a multiclass processor-
sharing queue is given by (11).
Further, it is shown in [50], that the stationary distribution
of a multiclass processor-sharing queue is insensitive to the
distribution of service times, if the balance property is satis-
fied. That is, (11) holds for general charging requirements B.
The construction in [50] can also be carried out in our setting.
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PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3
For simplicity take E[B] = 1/µ and E[D] = 1/ν, and
zi(0) = 0. By the assumption that Ki = ∞, it follows that
γi(t) ≡ γi ≡ λi (for the definition of γi, see (7)). Before we
move to the main part of the proof, we show some helpful
relations.
Under the assumptions in Section V, we can solve (10)
explicitly. To see this, note that G′i(Λi) = wi
γi−µΛi
νΛi
. Writing
the KKT conditions for (10), we have that there exists an
h ∈ R+, such that for any i ∈ I \{0}, the optimal solution
Λ∗ satisfies wi
γi−µΛ∗i
νΛ∗i
= hRi, and
I∑
k=1
RkΛ
∗
k = δ. (18)
The first equation (taking into account wi = Ri) implies that
γi−µΛ∗i
νΛ∗i
=
γ1−µΛ∗1
νΛ∗1
. Finally, we get the following expressions
for Λ∗i ,
Λ∗i =
γi
γ1
Λ∗1, (19)
and by (18),
Λ∗i =
γiδ∑I
k=1Rkγk
. (20)
Next, by (9), we compute the invariant point, which is given
by
z∗i =
γi − µΛ∗i
ν
. (21)
It is helpful to note the following relation for the invariant
point. Combining the last equation and (19), we get
z∗i =
γi − µ(γi/γ1)Λ∗1
ν
=
γi
γ1
γ1 − µΛ∗1
ν
=
γi
γ1
z∗1 . (22)
Now, we move to the main part of the proof. Under the
Markovian assumptions, zi(·) is given (alternatively) by the
following ODE:
z′i(t) = γi − νzi(t)− µzi(t)
δ∑I
k=1Rkzk(t)
.
The last ODE has a unique solution z(·) for given initial point.
So, it is enough to show that the function zi(t) = z∗i (1−e−νt)
satisfies the previous ODE. Plugging in it into the ODE, we
have that
νz∗i e
−νt = γi − νz∗i (1− e−νt)−
µz∗i (1− e−νt)δ∑I
k=1Rkz
∗
k(1− e−νt)
,
which can be simplified to γi = νz∗i +
µz∗i δ∑I
k=1 Rkz
∗
k
. By (21),
we derive Λ∗i =
z∗i δ∑I
k=1 Rkz
∗
k
. Now, we apply (22) to get Λ∗i =
γiδ∑I
k=1 Rkγk
, which holds by (20).
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4
Under the assumptions of Proposition 4, and observing that
W linii is decreasing in i, (5) takes the following form:
maxp
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
zijwiju(pij)
subject to
I∑
k=1
Rk−1k
I∑
m=k
J∑
j=1
zmjpmj ≤ δ.
By the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, there exists an
h ∈ R+ such that for any i ∈ I \{0} and j ∈ E ,
zijwiju
′(pij) = hzijRi, (23)
and
h
( I∑
k=1
Rk−1k
I∑
m=k
J∑
j=1
zmjpmj − δ
)
= 0. (24)
Note that h cannot be zero due to (23). Again, by (23), we have
that wiju
′(pij)
Ri
should be constant for any i, j. In particular,
wiju
′(pij)
Ri
=
w11u
′(p11)
R1
. (25)
Choosing wij = Ri, and noting that u′(·) is a strictly
decreasing function, we have that pij = p11, for all i, j ≥ 1.
Combining (24) and (25), we derive the expression for p(z).
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